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o P -I N ION --- ..... - ....... ~ 
By filing (Advice Letter 'No. 31S-E) made on J'uly 28, 1966, 

Southern California Edison Company (Edison) proposes to supplement 
'. , 

its tariff sehedules in the form of it new Rule No. 15.1 (Exhibit No. 
11 ' 

1) covering the installation of electrical distribution facilities 

1/ See Appendix A. 
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in "Unck:rgrcU:'lcI Extensions Wi.thin Resi~(:ntial Tracts or Subc!ivisiO!'ls·'. 

The sta~cd purpose of the proposed rule is to encourage the instal

lation of ~der.gro~d electric~ distribution facilities in new 

resic1eIi.ti.tJ. t:':&.cts or eu1divioions. Edioon states that the rule will 

also serve to i~c~ease electric usage in such tracts and subdivisions. 

Edison claims tM~ the new rule is consistent with the fundamental 

theory ana pu.-pose of e~tcns~on rules; that it is similar to its 

companion rule, No. 15, in t:'lat it provides for greater company 

investme:l.t for larger c:cstomer loads; and that the applicant, under 

the proposed new rule, would normally be required to ~te n~ capital 

contribution if all of his mejor energy uses are supplied electrically. 

T'~is fili:lg was s\lspen.jed by the in:vcstigation ore.er herein. 

By Decision No. 71727, dated December 20, 1966, the 

Co~ssion extended the period of s~spension to end including June 

25, 1967 unless otherwise ordered. 

By Dec:ision No. 71807, dated January 4, 1967, the Commis~ 

ordered Edison to forthwith cease and desist, until furtber order> 

from entering into a:ny form of contract or arrangem~t relating to or 

in any wc.y pcrtaicing to the t~iff sc~d:.:les proposed under Advice 

Letter No. 31S-E. 

Eleven days of public hearings were held before Examiner 

Gillanderc. in San :Franc:'sco c.nd/orLos Angeles during the period 

October 17 tbrough December 16, 1966. The proposed new . Rule No., 15.1 

was the issue consieered during this 'time. 

During the course of the proceeding, 

Edison's Exhibits Nos. 11, 10 ~d 4 would not ba received into evid~ 

Zubsequently, counsel for Southern Californi.a Cas Company and 

Southern Counties Gas Compomy of California. (G..ascos) moved that the 
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Commission be given the opportunity to iUGicatc whether or not Edison 

had sustained its burden of proof.. The examiDar' took this motion 

under submission. 

On December 19, 1966 Edison filed a "Petition and Motionff 

rcquesttng the Commission to review ~he r~cord made in the afternoon 
I 

of December 15-, and' the record made on Deeember 16, 1966~ and to 

reverse the "erroneous rulings" made by the examiner during such pro

ceedings and to order funher hearings to be held as promptly IJ.S 

po$sible. 

Gascos requested time to answer Edison', and all parties 

'Were given until December 30, 1966 to file response$ .. 

By Decision No. 72229, dated Mareh'28, 1967, the Commission 

granted Edison's "Petition and Motion" of December 19, 1966 and 

ordered the submission heretofore entered set aside and reopened the 

matter for further hearing. Eighteen more days of hearing were held, 

in San Francisco before Ex.axniner G1l1anders during the period April 

12 through May 15, 1967 .. 

On May 8, 1967 Edison' filed a "Petition and Motion" 

requesting the Commission to revi~ the recoro in this proceeding of 

April 21, May 4 and May 5. 1967 3lld to review the "erroneous and 

prejudicial rulings" made by the examiner during such proceedings. 

'!he record has been reviewC'!d.. The examiner's :rulings were correct • .. 
The "Pet1t1011 mlc1· Mot1ou" is denied .. . 

On May 10, 1967 the Department of Defense and other 

Executive Agencies of the United States of .America filed a "Petition 

and Motion" requesting the Commission to reverse tbe ruling of the 

examiner ~th respect' to the matter of filing written br!efs. This 

"Petition and Motion" is denied.-
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On Y~y 12, 1967 Counsel for Home Builders Council of 

California made three separate groups of motions. We have reviewed 

these various motions, and they are denied. 

During the course of the proceeding, evidence was adduced 

from 11 witnesses, 27 exhibits were received and 3,666 pages. of 

transcript were recorded. 

The m.:l,ttcrwas submitted on May 15, 1967 after oral 

closing statements were received. The position of the various.parties 

as contained in their closing statements is described below. 

It is Edison's position that, as a responsible member of 

the co:tc:lur..iti~s which it serves, its proposed Rule 15.1 is an endeavor 

to further =c~pond to public concern for underground~s of its 

facilities. !t is designed to provide an alternate ~.ans.~ whereby 

the added investment could be covered by added revenues from the 

portion of tae public obta~ing the benefit of the underground service 

without burd~ning other customers. Edison requests the Commission 

to find that R-.l1c 15.1 is in the public interest and· thus permit it 

to go into effect. 

It was the pOSition of the Commission staff that the 

purpose of the proposed rule "to encourage the installation of 

underground electric distribution faCilities in new residential 

tracts or subdivisions," would not be achieved by the proposed rule, 

and, in addition, the evidene~ presented had failed to support other 

portions of Ad·Jiee Letter No. SlS-E. 

I~ is the position of the Home Bt:dl.ders Council of California 

that tbeproposed rule should be rejected on each of the following 

grounds: 
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"1. The filing does not comply with General Order 96. 

"2. The proposed rule is arbitrary, unjust and unreasonable. 

, . "3. !he proposed rule imposes an undue, unjust and 
, unreasonable burden on the new c~stomers of Edison. 

"4. The proposed rule continues the differential cost 
concept, which the Commission finds to be outmoded and 
unreasonable. The Commission intends to revise that portion 
of the decisions in Case 5945 that relates to· imposition of 
differential cost advances for underground tracts in Case .8209, 
as soon as practicable. 

"S. The proposed rule includes estimating charges that 
are improper and unlawful. ' 

"6. '!he rule is improperly designed to be a eocpet1tive 
tool rather than a means of determining fair allowances for 
new customers. 

117. The load promotional effect of the rule would 
resul.t in substantial additional 1?rofits for Edisonts share
holders, ."t the expense of Edison s new customers. 

"8. '!he allowances proposed by Edison in its filing 
'are iruldequate. ff 

" , 

It is the position of Gaseos that each of the four 

propositions discussed in its oral statement, if stand'ing alone, 

'Would justify the permanent suspension of Edison's filing, but when 

the four propositions are taken' together they provide an overwhelming 

basis for permanent suspension. 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) is opposed to the 

Commission's approval of Edison's proposed rule' 'because it believe's 

such rules tend to become statewide and if applied to' PG&E's service 
. 

area it would increase the total utility cost to its customers_ 

The Federal Government filed as an interested party in this 

matter and expressed' the following: 

1. The Federal Government' is extremely interested in 
., 

"beautility", which, in this, case, means underground, distribution 

and its accelerated installation. 
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2. The Federal Government is also interested in how and· who 

pays the increased costs associated with underground distribution. 

The Federal Government does not wish to be associated by 

faet or aetion with either the electric industry or the natural gas 

indl.lstry, or the favoring of one set of views over the other. The 

Government requests the Commission to limit the issues in this matter 

to two alte~t~vcs--either approval or permanent suspens1onof 

Ed1son'sproposal--neither of which is espeeially rep~gnant to the 

Government interests. 

The only issue now before us is simply: Has Edison 

sustained it~ burden of proof in support of the proposed rule1 The 

Commission fines. that Edison has failed to do $0. 
2/ 

EXhibit 1,- sponsored by Edison's. executive vice president, 

states) in part: 

"The new rule is responsive to the demands being made 
by government officials, comcunity leaders, civic 
associations, and eustom¢r groups for the instal
lation of underground electrical facilities to 
e.nh.a:ce communityaestheties." 

.' 

During cross-exam;nation, Edison's executive vice presicent 

and its consulti.ns eng:Lneer testified, however, that the cIemand,sby~ 

these groups were not made specifically to Edison bat that Edison 

recognized the desires of these groups and was responding more :,or less 

to what Edison considered public pressure. Although not listed by 

Edison as a group desiring the proposed rule (per Exh;bit No.1), 

the record indicates Edison did discuss its proposal with certafn 

representatives of home builders groups. There is ,. therefore, no 
.. 

?/ Titled "Ad,,~ce No. 315-Eff. , 
" . 
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express testimony on the needs of "govermnent officials, coxmnunity 

leaders, civic associations, and customer groups." Nor is there 

testimony on the reaction of any of these groups to the proposed 

rule.. As to the Home Builders Council of California, their position 

8$ noted above is that the proposed rule should be rejected. 

Exhibits Nos. 10, 11 and 13 were purported to demonstrate, 

among other things, that net revenue from the added load which the 

proposed rule would generate would cover carrying costs of added 

investment in facilities. This contention, however, was not 

supported as on cross-examination Edison's witness who sponsored the 

exhibit testified he did not know how much it was going to cost to 

generate, tranzmit, and distribute the kilowatt-hours necessary to 

produce the revenues which were indicated would be generated, and he 

did not know of anyone who did know. 

Ex.."libit No. 10, it developed, was not based on Edison's 

own experience or projection but on broadestfmates developed by 

Edison Electric Institute through compilation of material gathered 

through a nation:wiciemail solicitation by circular and is of very 

little, if any, value in this case. For example, it indicates large, 

medium, an-d sm.Ul single family residences use .electric dryers 

exactly the same uumccr of kilowatt-hours and produce exactly the 

same revenues, but ~hat multi-family residences do not use electric 

dryers at all. : Edison's witness, who had asked the Commission to 
, ' 

accept,as'a reasonable assumption'that occupants of multi-family 

dwellings do not dry clothes electrically, conceded under cross-, 

examination that ,electricity was in fact so used but he had noway of 
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quantifying it because the Edison Electric Institute had no figures 

in its circular for such use. It is clear that Exhibit No. 10 

has little if any probative value in this case. 
~ 

~ith respect to Exhibit No.4, the witness testified 

that the data for annual kilowatt-hour usage employed in determining 

the "tract billing footer came from Exhibit No. 10. As we have 

already charactel:ized Exhibit No. 10 as having little or no 

probative value in this case, Exhibit No .. 4 tll.lst be considered as 

having the same frailties. 
6/ . 

We consider now Exhibit No. 11,- which Edison's witness 

stated is purported to show the impact on operations 'and the reason

ableness of such impact had the proposed rule been in effect in 1965. 

This exhibit, in tum, is also based on Exhibit No. 10 which we 

have noted has virtually no probative value in this case. Notwith

standing this defect, the witness who presented Exhibit No. 11 did 

not know the- SOUl:'ce or validity of the basi.c material used: to develop 

it and conceded his own calculations therein contained sub!stantial 

discrepancies between figures in his worksheets .and in the: exhibit .. 

At the April 12 hearing Edison introduced Exhibit No.. 19 

(a revision of Exhibit No. 11), which was designed to correct the 

errors noted above developed during cross-examination .on Exhibit 

No. 11. The same witness was used) and his answers on cross~ 
1/examination were not convinCing.. See Tr. 1344 ~ lines. 4-6, !r.. 1343, V 

~/ Titled "Rule 1S.1 Calculation ofTBF (Tract Billing Foot) 
Allowances n • 

§/ Titled "Impact Tests of Rule No.. 15.1 and Edison's Underground 
Conversion Program!' .. 
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, . 

lines 9-13; 'Ir. 1396, lines 1-24; 'Ir. 1404. lines 3-14; 'Ir. 1411, 

lines 21-23; 'Ir. 1412, lines 11-23; 'Ir. 1421, 1ine,~24; 'Ir. 1422, 

line 13; Tr. 1426, lines 8-16. 
71 

. ... ', 

Exhibit No. 7- p~orts to estimate the unit costs of 

$1.50 to be applied to each TEF (Tract Billing Foot) of the proposed 

rule. Cross-examination of Edison's witness for ~his exhibit, 

revealed it not only contained numerous errors, but was questionable 

~1i.th respect to principles and procedures. For c.~le, it added 

a 5 percent charge for Ufuture reinforcements" which is 01 part of 

the cost of future extensions and not those intend~d to be made 

under the proposed rule. Further, it is intended to charge for 

transformers under the nomenclature of "cable termin4ting enclosurcS~ 

In addition, a charge of 4l.8¢ per foot is,conte:nplated for "duct 

only," 'Whereas the duct with :,cable combined j.s only 44.8¢ per 

foot. 

II Titled "Summary of Cost Details and Derivation ·0£ Unit Esti
mating Costs for Underground Distribution Systems USing Pre
assembled Cable-In-Duct With. Pad Mounted Transformers". 
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We turn now to the testimony of Edisonts consultant, who 

was requested by Edison to make an independent check of the reason

ableness of proposed Rule 15.1 and of its application to the Edison 

system. He testified thnt be had reviewed the information basic to 

various company exhibits and ~ade an independent evaluation of the 

results reflected in such exhibits. He ob~ined additionalinforma

tion from. the company and requested that additional calculations and 

s eat is tical comparisons be made for 'Use in testing t:hc reasonableness. 

of the proposed rule. He conferred with various officials and their 

staffs and reviewed with the company witnesses the matters to· which 

they were to testify. His investigations and evaluations led him to 

the conclusion that the proposed rule would be a ~e policy for 

Edison to institute even if the various. quantitative analyses had 

not indicated the degree of reasonableness whiCh, in hie opinion, 

they do indicate. He further testified. that he had considered many 

qualitative factors and that even if the results of the calculations 

had been somewhat different the qualitative factors would have led 

~ to the same conclUSion provided the numbers were still within 

some range of reasonableness. I~ is his belief that the record 

clearly shows that from the standpoint of quant.itative analyses the 

rule is reasonable and feasible and that none of the attacks on 

Edison's quantita.~iv~ analyses result in proving the infeasibility 
It I .', ' 

of the rule •. . . 
His. evaluation and opinion that Edi~on bad done a good job .. ' ~ . '.. . 

in its design of· ':RUle;,·'iS.l ~s. not ,p~rs.~ive. 
, ,.." 

. , In eval~ating histest~ony, we also conSidered, of course, 

his acceptance' o,f those key Edison exhibits which -we- have stated are 

of little if any value in this case .. 
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Based upon the discussion of Edison's evidence above, and 

our findings Which are set forth below, it is not necessary to dis

cuss the evidence presented by the other parties to this proeeed~. 

Where so much of the testimony is inaccurate and based on .ol 

doubtful sampling by a trade association it is clear the evidence is 

insufficient to support a decision in favor of respondent. 

The Commission finds that: 

1. Exhibit 10, the keystone exhibit in this proceeding" is 

based on a s1~pling developed through mailed questionnaire tec~ 

niques, is replete with contradictory assumptions and bas, lit:tle 

probative value. 

2. Exhibits 4, 11 and 19 being bazee upon an exhibit having 

insufficient probative value, are themselves of little probative 

va.lue. 

3. Exhibit 7· is replete with error and is entitled to no wight. 

4. The testimony and conclusions of E<:1ison's consul1:ant is of 

little or no probative value, because it is based on his aeceptanc~ 
. , 

of Exhibits 10, 11, 19 and 4 and the fallacies and errorscon~ined 

therein, and also 'because . his own testimony is not: conv1ncitlg .. 

5. Edison b.a.vl:o:g the burden eo do so failed to prove to the 
. , 

satisf~etion. of ~~. ~s~on that its filing through Advice !.et'tl!!r 

~15-E ~ould result.in·~.rcasonable practicc_ 

6.. I:be approva.l of Advice Letter 315-E woul<i =esul t in an 

unreasonable practice. 

~e conclude that the filing should ~ .~rma~~n~ly 

suspended. 
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ORDER. .--. .-. .... ~ ...-. 

IT IS ORDERED that~ 

, 1.· Tariff Rule No. 15.1" Underground Extensions within 

Residential, 'Iracts or S~bdivisions" Cal~ P.U.C. Sheees Nos. 3863-E 

to 3867-E" inclusive" filed by Southern California .Edison Company on 

July 28, 1966 under Advice Letter No. 31S-E is permanently suspended. 

2. Case No. 8513 is discontinued. 

'!he effective date of this order shall be the date hereof .. 
San Fr:J.ncisoa Dated at ___________ " California" ''this S<20 

day of ____ JU_N_E __ 
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APPENDIX A 

Rule No. 15.1 

UNDERGROUND EXTENSIONS 
iilITHIN RESIDENTIAL. TRACTS 9!. .;"SUB~D.-..IV __ I-.S-.IO;,;o.N.o;;..S 

3~:tcnsion of underground distribution lines of standard voltages 
utilizing preas sembled cable-in-duct underground construction (PCD), 
necessary to furnish permanent electric service to and/or within a 
residential trace or subdivision in advance of receipt of applica
tions. for service, will be made by the utility in accordance with the 
follo~d.ng provisions: . 

A. General. The utility will construct, own, operate,. .and mair..t'3in 
underground lines only along public streets, roads, and highways 
which the utility has the legal right to occupy, and on public lands 
and private property across which rights of way satisfactory to the 
utility may be obtained without cost or condemnation by the utili~. 

B. Installation. 

1. All necessary trenching and backfilling for the under
ground PCD distribution lines will be performed by thtt 
developer (the developer of the tract or subdivision) at 
his expense and in accordance with the utility's . 
specifications. All work by the developer shall be 
performed at such ttmes and in a manner which will 
permit the utility toperforc its work without delay and 
in an efficient manner. 

2. The utility ~ll complete the underground distribution 
system to and/or within 'the 'residential tract or subdi
ViSion, including primaries, secondaries, pad-mount 
transformers) seX"l1iees, that portion of the PCD primaries 
which may extend beyond the' boundaries of the subdivision 
to the feed'point, and necessary b~ckbone feeders. 

3. !he underground distribution facilities will be owned, 
o~'.Cated, and mainta:ined' by the utility. 

£.:.~. Advance by Developer. " 
, ' , 

1. The deVeloper shall advance to the utility the esttmated 
difference. in cost (exclusive of transformers and meters) 
of the underground extension and an equivalent overhead 
,ex~ension; however, the payt:lent of the portion of such 
advance .as the utility estimates would be refund.ed 
within six months shall be postponed for six months if 
the developer furnishes to the utility evidence satis
factory to it that he has received state and local 
authorizations to proceed promptly with construction and 

(Continued) 
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Rule No. 15.1 

UNDERGROUND EXTENSIONS 
v1ITHDi ?ESIDENTIAL TRACTS OR SUBDIVIS IONS 

(Continued) -

that he has adequate financing, provided further that the 
developer agrees in writing ~o pay to the utility at the 
end of six months all amounts not previously advanced 
which are not then refu:o.dable. The utility shall then 
make demand for all such aoounts not previously advanced 
which are not then refundable. 

2. v~ere there are 10 or more single-family houses or 20 
or more separately metered muleifacily units in a 
residential tract or subdivision, the utility will esti
mate the amount of the advance by determining the 
length of the underground PeD distribution lines, 
expressed in tract billing feet (TBF), and applying a 
unit cost of $1.50 to each TBF. The determination of 
the number of TBF is set forth in Section E. of this 
rule. / 

3. "Where backbone primary feeders are considered by the 
utility to be necessary to· serve the residential tract 
or subdivision, the utility will determine their 
location. '!he utility will estix:late the amount of the 
advance for backbone circuits by determining the length 
of the backbone circuit and applying a unit cost of 
$8.00 to each foot of backbone circuit. The utility 
will also estimate the amount of the advance for sub
structures (including trenching, backfilling, ducts, 
boxes, manholes, vaults, .and associated facilities) by 
applying a unit cost of $5.70 per trench foot for 
2 duets plus. a unit cost of $2.80 per trench foot for 
each additional pair of duets required. 

4. !he developer shall also advance to the utility the 
~stima.ted cost (exclusive of transformers, services, and 
meters) of an equivalent overhead line extension; 
however) the payment of the portion of such advance as 
th~ utility estimates would be refunded within six 
months shall be postponed fo;t:' six months if the 
developer furnishes to the utility evidence satisfactory 
to it that he has received state ·and local authoriza
tiotl.S to proceed promptly' with construction and that he 
has adequate fina:c.ciug, provided further that the 
developer agrees in writing to pay to the utility at the 
end of six months all axnoUnts not previously advanced 
which are not then refundable. The utility shall then 
make demand for all such amounts not previously advanced 
which are not then ref'Utl.d.able. 

(Continued) 
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APPENDIX A 

Rule No. 15.1 

UNDERGROUND EXTENSIONS 
v!IT"dIN RESIDENTIP..L TRAcrS OR SUBDIVISIONS -

(Continued) 

c. Advance by Developer. (Continued) 

5. vn~cre there a=e 10 or more single-family houses or 20 
or more separately metered multifamily units in a 
~esidcntia1 tract or subdivision~ the utility will 
estimate the amount of the advance for the equivalent 
overhead line extension by applying a unit cost of 
$1.70 to each TBF as dete~ncd in Section E. for a 
single-family tract or subdivision and by applying a 
unit cost of $48.50 fo~ each meter in a multifamily 
development. In addition, the =ount of the adv.ance for 
backbone primary feeders n~c2sssry for the equivalent 
overhead system shall be csti:lated by app,lying a unit 
cost of $3.45 per circuit foot for one circuit and a. 
unit cost of $2.05 for each additional circuit occupying 
the same pole line. '. 

, 6. The unit costs set forth in this section are subject to 
change to reflect future changes in costs of labor, 
materials, supplies, construction practices, and o·tner 
appropriate co~onents of overhead and underground 
distribution construction costs. The utility will 
review such costs annually and shall pl:epare a contem
plated tariff revision when such unit costs h~e changed 
by.more than 10 percent since the last revision of the 
uxu.t cos.ts as used in Sections C.2 .. , C.3., and' CooS .. , 

D. Refu:l.d of Advance. 

1. The amo'Unt of 'the advance, determined pursuant to, 
Sections· ,C.loo, C.2., and C .. 3, .. , to be refunded within the 
six months period stated in Section Cool. will be 
determined from the unit cost per TBF as specified in 
Section C.2. of this rule .and the. following '!SF 
allowances: 

" . : 

(Cont:f.:o.ued) 
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R.ule No. 15.1 

UNDERGROUND EXTENSIONS 
vJITHIN RES!D'£tIITIAl. TRACTS OR. SUBDIVISIONS 

(Continued) -

~ Refund of Advance. (Contimled) 

'IBF ' 
Allowance 

For lightiug~ refrigerator, and appliances, 
each customer ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 

For each electric cooking customer •••••••••••••• 6 

For each electric clothes drying cus~omer 
Single-family house ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5, 
Multifamily unit, separa~elymctered •••••••••• 1 

For each electric water heating customer 
Single-family house in excess of 1800 sq.ft... 30 
Single-£amily house 1200-1800 sq.ft. •••••••••• 22 
Single-family house under 1200 sq.ft. ••••••••• IS 
~~ltifamily unit, separately metered •••• ~..... 12 

For each electric space heating customer 
Single-family house in excess of 1800 s~.ft... 43 
Single-fa:nily house 1200-1800 sq.ft. •••••••••• 32 
Single-family house under 1200 sq.ft. ••••••••• 22 
Multifamily unit, separately metered •••••••••• 13 

For each electric total air conditio~ 
customer ' 
Single-family house 1n excess of 1800 sq.ft... 17 
Single-family house 1200-1800, sq~ft. •••••••••• 13 
Single-family house under 1200 sq~ft. ••••••••• 9 
Multifamily unit, separa~ely me~ered • •.•••••••• 5 

2. Electrical appliances and cquipmene muSt be designed, 
applied, and installed 1n accordance with good eilgilleer
ing pr:!ctice. 

. ~ , . , ~ ,.. . 
3. An electric cus~omer, as .referrec.,.toin Sectio'Q. D.l. 

(refrigerator; coo1d.ng~ clothes. dry:tng, water he.at1ng~ 
space heating, total air .conditioning) ~ is one who uses 
the electric installation exclusively for all regular 
requirements 1n the single-family dwelling. 

4. The amount of the advance~ determined pursuant to 
Sections C.4. and C.S., to be' re£\mded within the six 
months' period stated in Section C.4., shall be refunded 
in accorcLanee 'fAith Section C.2. of Rule No. 15. 

(Continued) 
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APPENDIX A 

Rule No. 15.1 

UNDERGROUND EXTENSIONS 
HIrdIN P..ESIDOTTIAL TRACTS OR SUBDIVISIONS -(Continued) 

E~· r>etermination of TBF. -
1. For a tract or subdivision consisting of 10 or more 

single-family houses, the total l"BF will be the sum of 
the following: 

3.. !he· street-front footage of all lots (exeept as 
proviced in c.). . 

b. Recreaeional~ school, and other public use sites 
will be considered·as that footage (front, sides, 
and/or back) which -parallels .:rod is adjacent to 
2:1ly PCD circuit within the tract or subdivision .. 

c. VJb.ere a lot is bounded by interseeting streets, 
one-half of the total lot frontage on both 
st=eets will be used. 

d. The footage of the PCD ei::cuit from the tract or 
subdivision bound~ to the base of the riser 
pole which connects the PCD underground system to 
an overhead feed point or the connection point of 
:In existing or planned underground system. 

2. For.,. multifamily development of 20 or more separately 
metered multif.amily units, the total TBF will be the 
sum of the following: 

a. 'VJhere there is one meter per service: 50 TBF per 
meter; where there are two meters per sel:Vice: 43 
IB! per meter; and where there are three or more 
mct:ers per service: 33 TBF per meter. 

b. The footage of PC:O cireuit, if any, which1s in 
excess of 200 feet beyond the boundary of the 
development. 

!:.:.. Exceptiona.l, Ca.ses. In unusual cirCUClStances, when the applica
tion o£:&ule No. 15.1 appears impractical or unjust to either 
party, the utility or the developer shall refer the matter to the 
PUblic Utilities Commission for special ruling or for approval of 
special conditions which may be mutually agreed upon, prior to, 
comm.eneing construction-. 
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